SMELL AND FLAVOURS
1.The “smells-flavors” have always enriched our kitchen, helping to give it an added value. "Added
value" would define the marketing man, from the "Filicudi caper" to the "Cremona mustard"
smells - flavors are present in our cooking and contribute to enhancing the diversity of our society.
I have always claimed the need to exalt "diversity": We are many and more and more different and
diversity is no longer marginalization but it became a right.
So this book wants to be a tribute to all those presences that contribute every day to enhance our
identities, our experiences, our cultures.

Odori e sapori, 2015, watercolours on cardboard, cm 34x24
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2 “Rosemary” .Widespread in the Mediterranean regions, rosemary is an evergreen shrub with
woody, angular, very branched stems. The opposite, sessile, linear leaves are dark green above
and tormenting white below with a revolved margin. When,in winter, I want to breathe the sea
breezes, feel the scents of the Aeolian islands, remember the garden of Arpino ... I have a sprig of
rosemary in my hands.

Rosemary, 2015, watercolours on cardboard, cm 34x25
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3. “Hot pepper” is a short-lived perennial shrub.
The fruits can be harvested in summer and autumn, but can also be preserved in oil or in powder.
It is used for flavoring and for spicy sauces.
In Amalfi they call it "our viagra" and it is sold in large quantities: you know, the Amalfi coast has
always been the place of love.
Its shape and color are reminiscent of superstitious horn, so it has a double function: as a food
enhancer and as a good luck charm.

Peperoncino, 2015, watercolour on cardboard, cm 35x24
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4. “Chamomile” herbaceous plant with an erect stem, very branched, which bears numerous finely
jagged leaves, and flowers and flower heads similar to small daisies.
At the edges of the ripe wheat fields, among the red poppies, in May I always collected large
bouquets of chamomile flowers.
In addition to the infusions, my mother used it to make compresses for the eyes that were often
inflamed, since childhood as a result of blepharitis.

Camomilla, 2015, watercolour on cardboard, cm 35x24
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